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WHEREAS the Residence Hall Association of Temple University is the official voice of the
residential student body; and

RECOGNIZING that the organization has received a proposal for the installation of a
water bottle refilling station in the lobby of Temple Towers residence hall in order to
meet the students’ requests for a more sustainable and filtered source of water, and;

FURTHER RECOGNIZING that this sustainable source of water will greatly decrease the
amount of wasteful plastic used in Temple Towers and support RHA’s initiative to create
a more sustainable environment within Temple University’s residence halls; and

NOTING that all other Temple University OWNED residence halls have implemented this
initiative excluding Temple Towers and students as well as employees have
demonstrated a need to reduce the amount of wasteful plastics; therefore

BE IT RESOLVED that the Residence Hall Association executive board serving as the
official voice of all community councils, approves the addition of refillable water stations
in Temple Towers residence hall, and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that this resolution confirms that 2/3 of the community
council general assembly has voted towards the affirmative in the passing of this
proposal.
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